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      Bangalore Mountaineering Club - Official Home Page

  

    Join the club of 125,000 participants, 40k members and 8k adventure events.

  
    
      PICK YOUR ADVENTURE
    




              

            


          
            
              
              


                

              
                
  
      Every breath tells where you can go

  

  
    
      HEAD OUT, NOW
    




              

            


          
            
              
              


                

              
                
  
      Behind every cloud is another cloud 

  

  
    
      START EXPLORING
    




              

            


          
            
              
              


                

              
                
  
      Discover routes as you walk with us

  

  



              

            


        




  


      
        
                

                  
      
        BOOKINGS ARE OPEN
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        Peroor Trek, Coorg

        	2 Days
	Virajpet, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 4,099View Details
        
      

    

  





                
    
    
      [image: Trek to Canopy Hills, Vattakanal - Kodaikanal - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Trek to Canopy Hills, Vattakanal - Kodaikanal

        	2 Days
	Kodaikanal, Tamil Nadu


        
            ₹ 4,720View Details
        
      

    

  





                

                
    
    
      [image: Kotagiri Trek, Ooty - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Kotagiri Trek, Ooty

        	2 Days
	Ooty, Tamil Nadu


        
            ₹ 4,440View Details
        
      

    

  




                


                
    
    
      [image: Gokarna Beach Trek & Camping - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Gokarna Beach Trek & Camping

        	2 Days
	Gokarna, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 4,199View Details
        
      

    

  





                

                
    
    
      [image: Gudibande Day Trek - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Gudibande Day Trek

        	11 Hours
	Chikkaballapur, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 1,297View Details
        
      

    

  





                
    
    
      [image: Gudibande Sunset Trek - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Gudibande Sunset Trek

        	9 Hours 30 Minutes
	Chikkaballapur, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 1,040View Details
        
      

    

  




                


                

                
    
    
      [image: Camping & Trekking in Bananthimari Betta - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Camping & Trekking in Bananthimari Betta

        	16 Hours
	Kanakapura, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 1,799View Details
        
      

    

  





                
    
    
      [image: Uttari Betta Day Trek - Tour]
    

    
    
      
        Uttari Betta Day Trek

        	11 Hours
	Kunigal, Karnataka


        
            ₹ 1,299View Details
        
      

    

  





                

          

        

        


        


      
        
                  
              
      
        At BMC, we call these opportunities
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      Upcoming Treks & Adventures

      
        
          
            Tours
            39
          

          
            Starting from
            ₹ 1,040
          

        

        View tours
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      Sunset Treks

      
        
          
            Tours
            2
          

          
            Starting from
            ₹ 1,040
          

        

        View tours
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      One Day Treks

      
        
          
            Tours
            16
          

          
            Starting from
            ₹ 1,040
          

        

        View tours

      

    



    

    Look out for opportunities to get lost so you can start discovering. Our hikes and treks in South India and Maharashtra are the absolute winners. Join us on long weekend trips so you don't have to be there where you are wanted. For a change, be there where you want to be. And if you are looking for the ultimate experience of a lifetime, come with us to the Himalayas.





  
        


      
        
                
                  
      
        Corporate Clients
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        Testimonial
      
    



          
            
                
                  Everyone was so friendly and made me feel welcome. The price is very reasonable, and the accommodations are clean. I would HIGHLY recommend this trip!!! Make sure to build walking training and stretch before going on a trek :)

                  
                    
                      [image: Testimonial by Priya C.]
                    

                    
                      Priya C. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  I really liked the planning and management of the entire trip by BMC. The bus was fairly comfortable. Also the guide took care of the various things (like food, coordination, sleep arrangements etc.) on the trip quite well. I would recommend BMC to others.

                  
                    
                      [image: Testimonial by Rahul S.]
                    

                    
                      Rahul S. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  Great experience and nice spot for trekking. The great advantage we had was climate, it's awesome. BMC Guide was very supportive. On the whole it's memorable experience.

                  
                    
                      [image: Testimonial by Sarvana K.]
                    

                    
                      Sarvana K. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  It was an amazing trekking event to Kudremukh. If you want to spend time in nature, you must go. Awesome weekend.
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                      Subrat K. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  BMC trek has great instructors like Santosh and Shailesh whom I went with. Enjoyed the trek thoroughly. It was really an amazing experience.
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                      Ved P. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  It was a pleasure hiking with a professional team that took care of each individual's limitations and accordingly paced the trip.  Would love to do it again with BMC.
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                      Aslam K. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  We had a wonderful experience. The trek was very well organized. We were all very well taken care of by the BMC representatives. Keep up the good work BMC!
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                      Shruthi K. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  This is the first trek ever I attempted and could complete successfully. It wouldn't have been possible without team BMC. I would love to do more such trek with BMC and recommend them to others as well.
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                      Vinutha B. 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  Amazing team .. They know the real meaning of Empathy.. Happy to be associated with this group.. They had taken our children of Kritagyata Trust to one day trek to huttaribetta.. and the children were taken care very nicely and our children had a amazing experience with this group.. I would heartfully thank one and all who has made this successfull..
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                      Aruna Diwakar 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  Amazing trek it was!! Always wanted to do a trek with BMC.. Will be back for more for sure..
Very well organised.. Thank you BMC - Shamanth and Rohit.. You guys were great..!
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                      Divya Prakash 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  Amazing club to give you an exposure all the beautiful and adventurous treks in an around Karnataka , South and beyond !!
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                      Vamsidhar Pothula 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  Thadiyandmol was my first trek with BMC. I was a bit skeptical at the beginning since I was travelling from Chennai all alone and BMC was unknown to me. But you guys were actually beyond my expectations. I had a great time with you people, and surprisingly I was not tired inspite of travelling continuously for three consecutive days. The trekking guides were amazing and without them I could not have completed the trek. They kept motivating all throughout. No doubt I am looking forward to do more with you guys.
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                      Nilanjana Chowdhury 

                      
                    

                  

                

                
                  My first Trek with BMC to kotagiri in Ooty .Had the best trekking experience ever. I can say that it's my first real Trek after years of not climbing mountains. I had a very hard time climbing as I wasn't used to it and had to take. Break every now and then and due to my overall clumsy nature was slipping and tripping along the way. The BMC guides Prasanna and Ved were amazing and stayed back and helped me out by motivating me and pushing me forward in every step to test my limits. We trekked for nearly 20km in a day and had a wonderful time by the Catherine falls and back to the homestay. The accommodation and food was good and the BMC coordinators were excellent. Overall this Trek was not just a trek for me, but a learning that made me feel like I've achieved something and helped me to gain confidence.. thank you BMC. Looking forward to many more treks .
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                      Neethal Sequeira 

                      
                    

                  

                

            

          



        


      
        
                
                  
      
        Affiliations & Press Coverage
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